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SUMMARIES 
The history of Chinese mathematics remains largely 
unknown in the West. This situation is the result 
of several factors: geographic, political, and linguis- 
tic. Few Western scholars possess the necessary facil- 
ity in the Classical Chinese language to seek informa- 
tion about Chinese mathematics from primary sources. 
Yet despite the deficiency, there does exist a rich, 
albeit dispersed, literature on the history of Chinese 
mathematics in Western languages. The purpose of this 
contribution is to call the reader's attention to this 
literature and to the history of Chinese mathematics 
in general. 
L'histoire des math&natiques chinoises reste 
asses n&onnue dans le monde occidental. Cette sit- 
uation est le r&ultat de plusieurs facteurs: .ggo- 
graphiques, politiques, linguistiques. I1 n'y a 
qu'un petit nombre de sp&ialistes occidentaux ayant 
la capacitg linguistique de faire des recherches sur 
les mathgmatiques chinoises en langue chinoise cla& 
sique. Cependant, malgr6 ce dgfaut, il existe une 
riche littgrature dispe&e sur l'histoire des math& 
matiques chinoises en langues occidentales. Le but 
de cette contribution est de signaler au lecteur 
l'existence de cette litt&ature ainsi d'ailleurs que 
l'histoire des mathematiques chinoises en g&&al. 
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Die Geschichte der chinesischen Mathematik ist 
im Westen weithin unbekannt. Die Vrsachen dieser 
Situation sind in geographischen, politischen und 
sprachlichen Vmst%den zu finden. Wenige westliche 
Gelehrte besitzen die erforderlichen Kenntnisse der 
klassischen chinesischen Sprache, die fir selbstin- 
diges Quellenstudium notwendig sind. Trotzdem 
existiert, wenngleich verstreut, eine reiche Lit- 
eratur zur Geschichte der chinesischen Mathematik 
in westlichen Sprachen. Der Zweck dieses Beitrages 
ist es, den Leser auf diese Literatur und die Ge- 
schichte der chinesischen Mathematik im allgemeinen 
hinzuweisen. 
kiCTOPWR KHTafiCKOft MaTeMaTUKM OCTaeTCR 
IIpaKTH=IeCKH He H3BeCTHOZt Ha 3al-IaJle, 9TO BbI3hlBaeTCR 
PaSJIkIVHbTMkI @aKTOpaMH: reOrpa@H=ZeCKHMH, IIOJlHTHYeCKHMM 
kI JIHHrBWCTMVeCKHMH. TOnbKO O=IeHb HeMHOrHe ClleIJHanHCTbl 
Ha 3aIIa,IJe BnaJ(emT KnaCcINeCKFiM KHTa$iCKHM FIBkJKOM B 
aOCTaTOVi3Ofi CTelleHH, 7-1~06bl B kiccnenoBaHmx, Kacamwixcsr 
KHTaftCKOti MaTeMaTFiKM, 06paUaTbCR K l-IepBOHCTO~HHKaM. 
l-&N 3TOM, M Ha 3alYI~HOeB~OIIe~CK&iX R3bTKaX CmeCTBKeT 
60raTaff, XOTR U HeCWCTeMaTH3HPOBaHHafl JlHTepaTypa l-IO 
HCTOPHH KHT&iCKO$i MEiTeMaTHKM. QeJIb HaCTORIWti pa6OTbr 
--06paTUTb BHHMaH?ie VWTaTeJlFI Ha 3TY HMelO4JWCR 
JIkITepaTypy I3 Ha MCTO&XGO KMTafiCKOZt MaTeMaTklKM Booblqe. 
1. A PERSPECTIVE 
Until recently, Western scholars have lacked any firm under- 
standing of the historical contributions of the non-Western world 
to mathematics. Literature on the subject is sparse, and the his- 
tory of mathematics as taught and studied in universities has been 
primarily a history of Western mathematics reflecting the legacy 
of ancient Greece and Babylonia. Fortunately, this situation is 
changing. Techniques of modern scholarship are overcoming the 
deficiencies and prejudices of the past in revealing the mathemat- 
ical accomplishments of non-Western societies and peoples. This 
changing situation is especially evident in the area of Chinese 
mathematics. 
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The history of Chinese mathematics, although only partially 
and imperfectly understood, has often provoked controversy or 
inspired admiration among Western readers [Fellows 1921; Gu 1976; 
Struik 1963; Swetz 19791. Early European visitors to the Celes- 
tial Kingdom, as the Chinese themselves referred to their Empire, 
often spoke in wonderment of the accomplishments of its institu- 
tions and peoples, but their comments were usually reserved for 
the humanistic and cultural aspects of Chinese life. Little at- 
tention was paid by these observers to providing a critical in- 
spection of the Chinese sciences, an attitude the Chinese encour- 
aged. 
In traditional China, the sciences were merely techniques 
used to assist the imperial bureaucracy in the efficient running 
of the Empire. Mathematics was a tool that helped with such 
chores as calendrical and astrological calculation, tax collection, 
and the construction of hydraulic works and fortifications and, as 
such, was not deemed worthy of serious academic pursuit. Subjects 
that were emphasized in scholarly study and, indeed, whose contents 
formed the basis of the Chinese Civil Service examination included 
the Confucian Classics, music, poetry, and calligraphy. Indeed, 
the Chinese believed that a knowledge of these subjects made man 
a harmonious component of his environment. 
The first Westerner to give an adequate description of Chi- 
nese mathematical accomplishments and report them to his colleagues 
in Europe was Alexander Wylie. Wylie, a British scholar, arrived 
in China in 1851 to serve as a translator of Western books for the 
Manchu court [Wang 19621. Knowledgeable in mathematics, he mar- 
veled at traditional Chinese developments in that field and wrote 
about them in the North China Herald [Wylie 18521. Wylie's com- 
ments were translated into German by K. L. Biernatzki 118561 and 
from the German into French by 0. Terquem [1862]; thus they found 
their way into Cantor's Vorlesungen iiber die Geschichte der Math- 
ematik [laao-19081, where, together with reports by E. Biot (1835, 
18391 and contributions by L. Matthiessen [1876], they represented 
the information available to Western readers in the 19th century 
on Chinese mathematics. 
In 1913 the first complete survey of the history of Chinese 
mathematics appeared in a Western language. The Development of 
Mathematics in China and Japan was written by Yoshio Mikami. 
Mikami was a Japanese mathematician, who until his death in 1950 
continued to study the history of oriental mathematics 113. He 
also collaborated in some research on Eastern mathematics with 
the American historian of mathematics David Eugene Smith. This 
association proved especially fruitful [Smith & Mikami 19141, 
and Smith in his own writings [1912] called attention to the 
mathematical accomplishments of the Chinese. His History of 
Mathematics 11923-19251 includes a balanced, albeit limited, 
survey of the subject. Further, he appreciated and advocated the 
urgent need for deeper research into the historical foundations 
of Chinese mathematics [Smith 19311. He also enlisted some of 
his Chinese students at Columbia University in an effort to trans- 
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late into English some of the traditional Chinese mathematical 
classics. While his efforts were partially successful, the 
translations were never published and have since been lost 123. 
Sinological research by the Italian G. Vacca also exposed 
varied aspects of Chinese mathematics to European audiences 
[Vacca 19051 [3]. However, his countryman, G. Loria, was not 
SO receptive to China's claims of early mathematical achievement, 
and in a series of articles [1921-19291 the latter cast doubts on 
the originality of Chinese mathematical accomplishments. Among 
European scholars of this period writing on the history of Chi- 
nese mathematics, the most prolific was the Belgian Jesuit L. 
van H&e. As a trained sinologist, fluent in Chinese and with 
access to original Chinese sources, van H&e published his find- 
ings and translations in a series of 16 articles (1911-1933) 
which brought the subject to a wide audience. Although his writ- 
ings have recently been criticized for their limitations of sci- 
entific and scholarly analysis ILibbrecht 1973, 3191, they per- 
formed a valuable service in heightening occidental awareness 
of traditional Chinese mathematics. 
George Sarton's Introduction to the History of Science 11927- 
19471 acknowledged Chinese mathematical achievements but also la- 
mented the fact that no texts from the Sung Dynasty (ca. 960-12791, 
a time of significant algebraic activity, had yet been translated 
into a Western language or subjected to a critical examination 
[Sarton 1927-1947, 3:139]. More recently, the most detailed and 
scholarly survey of the whole of the history of Chinese mathemat- 
ics is the exposition given in Joseph Needham's Science and Civi- 
lization in China, volume 3 [1959]. Needham, using original 
source materials and studies by both Western and Eastern (includ- 
ing Chinese) scholars, has worked with a broad spectrum of varied 
specialists. At present this remarkable work, with its extensive 
bibliography, provides the most authoritative Western language 
resource on the subject [Libbrecht 19801. Above all, it has been 
the inspiration and impetus for a new series of investigations on 
the history of Chinese mathematics, perhaps the most noteworthy 
example being Ulrich Libbrecht's Chinese Mathematics in the Thir- 
teenth Century: The Shu-shu chiu-chang of Ch'in Chiu-shao 119733. 
In this book Libbrecht examines the work of the Sung mathematician 
Ch'in Chiu-shao (Qin Jiushao) [4] (1202-1261), who, among his many 
accomplishments, developed general methods for solving indeter- 
minate equations and explored the relation of 13th-century Chinese 
mathematics to its social milieu. Prior to the appearance of 
Libbrecht's work, J. Hoe had already embarked upon the investiga- 
tion of Chu Shih-chieh's (Chu Shijie) Ssu-yuan Yu-chien of 1303. 
Hoe's findings were published in 1972 and 1977. Lam Lay Yong's 
A Critical Study of the Yang H6i Suan Fa [1977] followed. These 
works of Libbrecht, Hoe, and Lam attest beyond doubt that the 13th- 
century was a golden period of Chinese mathematics, and provide an 
admirable response to Sarton's lament. 
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Subsequently, other specialized studies have appeared, for 
example, E. I. Berezkina's book on ancient Chinese mathematics, 
Matematika Drevnovo Kitaya 119801, and Jean-Claude Martzloff's 
Recherches sur L'Oeuvre Mathtbatique de Mei Wending (1633-1721) 
[1981]. The most recent issue of The World Directory of Histo- 
rians of Mathematics [1978] lists 24 Western researchers whose 
interests focus on the history of Chinese mathematics, and this 
number appears to be increasing. In particular, China’s reemer- 
gence from the intellectual isolation and stagnation of its 
Cultural Revolution has resulted in a renewed interest on the 
part of its scholars in their country's mathematical heritage. 
While a stronger appreciation of Chinese mathematical accom- 
plishments is clearly beginning to develop in the West, scholars 
and students without training in classical Chinese must continue 
to rely on publications written for the most part in European 
languages. The chronological outline and bibliographic guide 
which follows has been compiled to assist such readers. The 
following references present a selection of introductory material 
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NOTES 
1. It has been reported that upon his death, Mikami left 
a lOOO-page unpublished manuscript on the history of Chinese 
mathematics. Inquiries to the Japanese National Academy have 
failed to verify the existence or disposition of this manuscript. 
2. T. H. Chen translated some of the work of Mei Ku-Ch'eng 
(Mei Gucheng) and Li Chih's (Li Zhi) Ts'e Yuan Hai Ching @e 
Yuan Hai Jing) for Smith. A search of the D. E. Smith Archives 
at Columbia University failed to locate these translations. 
3. Vacca has been credited with a translation of the Chou 
Pei Suan Ching (Zhou Bei Suan Jing) [Needham 1954, 3:796], how- 
ever, it does not exist under the reference given. Vacca did 
translate some passages from the Chou Pei 11905J, but apparently 
not the whole work. 
4. Proper Chinese names have been romanized both in the 
Wade-Giles system, which has been in use in Western literature 
up until the 197Os, and in the currently popular Pingyin system 
(in parentheses). Reference to a glossary of appropriate Chi- 
nese characters is given by superscript letters. 
5. Kurt Vogel compiled a briefer but similar bibliography 
in 1977. For more detailed bibliographic comments, including 
references to non-Western materials, see Needham [1959] and 
Libbrecht [1973]. 
6. There is a particular scarcity of Western literature on 
Chinese geometry. However, Hermann Kogelschatz of the Deutsches 
Museum, Munich, has several studies on the subject under way and 
will soon publish some of his results. 
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